Lessons and activities published on TeachEngineering must include engineering content and/or context.
To do this, most lessons employ one or more of the three approaches described below. TeachEngineering
curriculum reviewers are also open to other creative ways that engineering may be used as the vehicle for
teaching science and math fundamentals.

One way to provide engineering content and/or context is to include a hands-on activity in which
students design and build something that meets a given set of constraints that incorporate scientific
and/or technology principles. In some cases, students might create a design but not build it. Either
way, students are asked to think like engineers. As an example, in the “Sounds Like Music” lesson,
students create musical instruments and in doing so learn about the principles of sound. They apply
the science concepts of frequency/pitch to the design of something that performs a particular
function. As another example, “Egg-cellent Landing” provides an egg drop activity as a way for
students to learn about what is involved in landing a robot on Mars.

Another way to provide engineering content and/or context is to incorporate an activity that teaches a
science concept used in an engineering application in which the motivation for learning the science
concept is to solve the engineering design problem. For instance, rather than presenting a lesson that
teaches students what friction is and how to measure the friction coefficient, the concepts are
presented as part of a design problem. In this case, students might act as tire engineers for Goodyear,
challenged to design part of a tire: measuring the friction coefficient of various materials to
determine the best material for the surface of the tire. With this approach, students are still achieving
the same learning, but in the context of a design problem. Another good example uses the design of
boats to examine buoyancy (see the “What Floats Your Boat?” lesson and its “Clay Boats” activity).

Yet another way to provide engineering content and/or context is to provide students with
something that has already been built and challenge them to figure out how it works. To do this,
students might take something apart physically in the classroom, or simply examine in detail how
something is put together in order to understand why it was designed that way. This approach
provides the opportunity for students to think about ways to make it better (improve the design).

1. When suitable for the lesson or activity, introduce the steps of the engineering design process at a
level of complexity understandable by the target grade level. For example, elementary school-level
students might be introduced by the steps delineated in the table below. Also, sometimes it is
appropriate to use the engineering design process steps to guide the activity, noting how it is different
from the scientific method. For examples, see Hot Problem Solving and Modern Day Pyramids.

2. As part of the engineering design process, when appropriate, encourage students to cultivate their
engineering teamwork and brainstorming skills. Remind students that in brainstorming, no idea or
suggestion is “silly.” All ideas should be respectfully heard and recorded. Take an uncritical position,
encourage wild ideas and discourage criticism of ideas. Have students raise their hands to respond.
Write their ideas on the board.

3. As appropriate, include fundamental engineering vocabulary words and definitions that are
suitable for the target grade level. Examples:

4. Through the classroom materials you develop, cultivate students’ engineering habits of mind—
which are the traits and ways of thinking that affect how a person looks at the world or reacts to
challenges. They include include creativity, optimism, collaboration, communication, systems
thinking and ethical considerations (conscientiousness), as well as persistence (through failure),
visualizing, improving, adapting, problem-finding, and creative problem solving—all essential skills
for citizens in the 21st century. Employing these habits of mind helps engineers routinely devise
solutions, and are so encouraged—even rewarded—by engineering experiences that, over time, they
become part of engineers’ everyday thinking. Learn more at NAE’s LinkEngineering.
5. And, take advantage of the Engineering Connection component required for every lesson and
activity published in TeachEngineering to write a few sentences that clarify and associate the
presented science and math material and concepts to real-world engineering relevant to youngsters.
Click on any TE activity, lesson or unit to read its “engineering connection” on the first page.
6. Note that TeachEngineering also indicates the level of
engineering present in its curricular documents by a badge
designation of “full” or “partial” design process for those documents
that go beyond relating science and/or math concepts to engineering.
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